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Exercise 1

Choose the correct relative pronoun.

The dog ....... barking you can hear is our neighbour's dog.
a) who  b) which  c) whose

This is the purse ....... I am looking for.
a) what  b) that  c) whose

Could you tell me the name of the boy ....... is sitting opposite us?
a) that  b) which  c) whom

My mother, ....... worked as a nurse, is retired now.
a) that  b) who  c) which

I don't know the phone number ....... is used in case of emergencies.
a) what  b) which  c) who

We booked a really comfortable hotel room, ....... was a very good idea.
a) that  b) what  c) which

Exercise 2

Use that, who, which or whose to complete the sentences. Write commas where necessary.

Miss Anderson ............... reputation is so good comes to help us.

What have you done with the pen ............... I left on the table?

I delivered the parcel to Charles ............... gave it to Ann.

His wife ............... is an architect designed their new house.

Can you hear the noise ............... comes from the cellar?

Everybody ............... saw the attack should contact the police.

The town ............... towers you can see is York.

Is he the new teacher ............... you told me about?

His last film ............... is the best film I've ever seen hasn't a big audience.

See the Key to exercises on the next page.
Exercise 1
whose barking
that I am looking for
that is sitting
who worked
which is used
which was

Exercise 2
Miss Anderson, whose reputation... , comes
pen which|that I left
... to Charles, who gave...
His wife, who is... , designed
noise which | that comes
Everybody who | that saw
The town whose towers
teacher who | that you told
film, which is... , hasn't